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 BiesseWorks provides users with the ability to design, program, simulate and deploy experiments on Biesse machines. The
Software Description Language (SDL) provides a structured representation of the BiesseWorks application . On top of the SDL

are the classes that describe objects (e.g., paths, etc.), capabilities, and properties of those objects. The core component of
BiesseWorks is the main application that allows users to design their experiments. This application combines the static object-
oriented language SDL and the Java programming language. Because the BiesseWorks application is written in Java, users will
need to download a Java runtime, such as Java Runtime Environment 6 Update 24 (JRE6U24), or higher. The Java source code
and BiesseWorks SDK are . The BiesseWorks SDK is available from the Biesse website [@Biesse_Source]. A design flow of
BiesseWorks {#sec:designflow} ============================ To design and simulate an experiment, users start by
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creating a. Then, they set parameters of the experiment (e.g., temperature). The next step is to edit the simulation experiment
(e.g., modifying heat or torque). In general, the experiment will use numerous reference objects (e.g., temperature probes and

motors). The third step is to simulate the experiment. The simulation proceeds until the experiment is finished. Finally, the user
saves the experiment to a file for analysis. The design flow shown in Figure \[fig:DesignFlow\] can be found in the

documentation for the BiesseWorks SDK (Figure \[fig:bwsc\_user\_experiment\_creator\]). ![The design flow used by
BiesseWorks.[]{data-label="fig:DesignFlow"}](DesignFlow){width="2.5in"} During the design flow, a user can set many

parameters such as the temperature, the duration of the simulation, the length of time each time step takes, and so on. However,
parameters that are used in the design process are not usually saved. For example, if the user sets a value for the temperature,
this information is not saved. The simulation design uses the values that were selected by the user during the design process.
Figure \[fig:designer\] shows a screenshot of the application’s design window. The design window is organized into several
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